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Reviewing the Question

Nowhere in the Bible does it state explicitly 
which day the Savior was crucified. There are 
advocates for Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. 
Harold W. Hoehner,1 Raymond E. Brown,2 John P. 
Pratt,3 and Jack Finegan4 all analyze the arguments 
for each of these days. The following are some of the 
issues involved in this complex subject.

The argument for a Wednesday crucifixion is 
based on interpreting Matthew 12:40 as literally 72 
hours in the tomb. Since, according to John’s gos-
pel, the crucifixion took place on the preparation 
day for the Passover, this view leads to a Passover 
Sabbath on Thursday and a weekly Sabbath on Sat-
urday, with the body being embalmed on Friday. A 
Wednesday crucifixion also puts the resurrection 
near the end of the weekly Sabbath on Saturday, 
which conflicts with discovery of the empty tomb 
early Sunday morning, the first day of the week 
(Matthew 28:1; Mark 16:2; Luke 24:1; John 20:1).

Ancient Jews counted any portion of a day as 
a day.5 There are many examples for both 12-hour 
natural days and nights and 24-hour civic days. We 
reflect the same pattern in modern speech. These 
observations serve as the basis for theorizing either 
a Thursday or Friday crucifixion.

Thursday proponents accept Matthew 12:40, 
counting part of Thursday afternoon as a whole 

day and part of Sunday morning before dawn as a 
whole night. A Thursday reckoning also depends 
on a Passover Sabbath falling on Friday before the 
weekly Sabbath on Saturday—that is, the mention 
of “that sabbath day” being  “an high day” (John 
19:31) is believed to mark Friday as the Passover 
Sabbath rather than the weekly Sabbath on Satur-
day; whereas Friday advocates believe it identifies 
the two Sabbaths as the same day. See “The Sabbath 
Days” below.

Friday advocates consider Matthew 12:40 to be 
an idiom,6 with part of Friday afternoon counted 
as a whole day plus a whole night and the part of 
Sunday night before dawn as a whole night plus a 
whole day.7  According to Pratt, “The arguments for 
Wednesday and Thursday are based almost entirely 
on one interpretation of an isolated verse (Matthew 
12:40), rather than on the many statements that 
Jesus would rise the third day.”8 Brown downplays 
Matthew 12:40 as “secondary to prophecies of the 
Son of Man being raised on the third day (Mark 
9:31; 10:34; etc.) which make resurrection by Sunday 
reconcilable with death and burial on Friday.”9 

Invoking Sabbath work rules, such authors 
see the “day of preparation” as preparation for the 
weekly Sabbath. As Hoehner says, “‘the day of prep-
aration for [of] the Passover’ in John 19:14 seems to 
have reference to the Friday in the Passover week 

Jesus’s body lay in the tomb, according to most commentators, 

during a full day (saturday) and parts of another two days (friday afternoon and 

sunday morning).  yet, according to one key passage in matthew’s gospel, the savior 

drew attention beforehand to this period in the tomb by saying that “the son of man 

[will] be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth” (matthew 12:40).  the 

obvious question is, why the apparent discrepancy?  is there a way to look at Jesus’s 

entombment that would reconcile what Jesus says here with what we learn elsewhere? 

a careful examination of relevant passages, particularly from the book of mormon, 

which brings an unusual set of evidences to the issue, leads to the conclusion that 

Jesus’s earthly remains were buried thursday afternoon, not friday. 
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rather than the day before the Passover.”10 How-
ever, there are no scriptural passages that call the 
day before the weekly Sabbath a preparation day. 
Hoehner also says there is no evidence that Nisan 
15 in the Jewish calendar was a Sabbath day.11 How-
ever, those work rules also applied to feast days such 
as Passover, which was a holy day of convocation on 
which they were to do no servile work (see Exodus 
12:16; Leviticus 23:5–7; Numbers 28:16–18), and the 
following day was “the morrow after the sabbath” 
(Leviticus 23:11, 15). 

the sign of the PRoPhet Jonah

There are several biblical references to the 
sign of the prophet Jonah, including the follow-
ing: “But he answered and said unto them, An evil 
and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign; and 
there shall no sign be given to it, but the sign of the 
prophet Jonas: For as Jonas was three days and three 
nights in the whale’s belly; so shall the Son of man 
be three days and three nights in the heart of the 
earth” (Matthew 12:39–40).

In these verses the Savior equates the duration 
of his own prophesied burial with Jonah’s burial. 
Passages in Matthew 16:4 and Luke 11:29 refer to 
the sign of the prophet Jonah but without giving its 
length. Mark 8:12 says, “There shall no sign be given 
unto this generation,” to which the prophet Joseph 
Smith added “save the sign of the prophet Jonah; 
for as Jonah was three days and three nights in the 
whale’s belly, so likewise shall the Son of Man be 
buried in the bowels of the earth” (Mark 8:12 JST). 
This seems to add significance to the Savior’s pro-
phetic pronouncement on his interment.

how weRe Days CounteD? 

The Friday proponents emphasize passages 
such as “The Son of Man . . . shall rise the third 
day” (Mark 9:31).12 There are ten such verses in the 
synoptic Gospels. Many commentators hold that 
the Jews counted inclusively, with Friday as day 
one.13 However, they also counted exclusively. For 
example, in a summary of Jesus’s teachings on the 
subject, Mark writes that “the Son of man must . . . 
be killed, and after three days rise again” (Mark 
8:31, emphasis added). The term after indicates 
exclusive counting, with Friday as day one. Simi-
larly, on this view, Jesus’s opponents quote him as 
saying, “After three days I will rise again” (Matthew 
27:63, emphasis added). Luke records two disciples 
saying to Jesus, whom they do not yet recognize, “to 
day is the third day since these things were done” 
(Luke 24:21, emphasis added), also denoting exclu-
sive counting.

How can we resolve these apparent contradic-
tions? Proponents of Friday usually resolve them by 
ignoring terms such as after. “Third day” can indeed 
mean the second day after. However, “third day” 
can also mean three days after an event. Thus the 
differences above can also be harmonized by adding 
inferred words such as “and the third day [after] he 
shall rise again” (Mark 10:34). 

Jonah Cast Forth by the Whale, by Paul Gustave Doré. Courtesy IRI. 

Page 56: Deposition from the Cross, by Rembrandt Harmensz van 
Rijn. Courtesy Scala/Art Resource, NY.

Page 57: The Entombment, by Carl Heinrich Bloch. Courtesy of 
Brigham Young University Museum of Art. All Rights Reserved.
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the sabbath Days

The day of crucifixion revolves around a Sab-
bath day and its meaning. There were two kinds of 
Sabbaths noted in these passages, the weekly Sab-
bath and the Passover Sabbath. The Friday scenario 
requires that the Passover Sabbath and the weekly 
Sabbath be the same day.

Variations in chronology persist among the 
four gospels, and many issues remain unresolved.14 
However, they all address the same event, and each 
of the four gospels places the Savior’s death on the 
day of preparation, whether for the weekly Sabbath 
or for the Passover Sabbath. Matthew simply refers 
to “the day of the preparation” (Matthew 27:62). 
Mark and Luke identify it as the day before the Sab-
bath (Mark 15:42; Luke 23:54). John identifies it as 
“the Jews’ preparation day” (John 19:42) and also 
the preparation of the Passover (John 19:14, 19:31). 
Then, after the weekly Sabbath, early in the morn-
ing on the first day of the week, his disciples found 
the tomb empty (Matthew 28:1; Mark 16:2; Luke 
24:1; John 20:1). Were these the same Sabbath? 

In partial answer, John wrote, “for that sabbath 
day was an high day” (John 19:31; emphasis added). 
Tradition holds that the day was “high” because it 
was the Passover Sabbath and also a weekly Sab-
bath. The Greek word megalē, translated as “high,” 
can also mean large or great or broad.15 As an illus-
tration, the eighth day of the Feast of Tabernacles 
was a Sabbath, a holy day of convocation and a 
solemn assembly (Leviticus 23:34–39). Referring to 
that Sabbath day John chose the same word: “In the 
last day, that great day of the feast, Jesus stood and 
cried, saying, If any man thirst, let him come unto 
me, and drink” (John 7:37; emphasis added). The 
Sabbath days of the sacred feasts were inherently 
special, hence “great” or “high.” 

In addition, in John 19:31 the Greek phrase 
might also be translated as “the great day,” giving it 
additional emphasis. Thus this passage can be inter-
preted as distinguishing the Passover Sabbath from 
the weekly Sabbath rather than merging them. 

book of MoRMon RefeRenCes

Fortunately, the Book of Mormon adds valuable 
information. The following passages describe events 
in the New World with which we can synchronize 

Old World events. They are specific and detailed, 
especially the three days of darkness. 

Samuel the Lamanite prophesied of both the 
birth and death of the Son of God. Concerning 
Jesus’s birth, he spoke of a “day” and a “night” and 
a “day” of continuous light (Helaman 14:3–4). In 
recording the fulfillment of the prophecy, Nephi 
wrote “day” and “night” in the same explicit way 
(3 Nephi 1:13, 15, 19). These verses suggest the 
meaning as natural or 12-hour units.

Nephi also prophesied that Jesus was to rise 
after three days in the sepulchre: “Behold, they will 
crucify him; and after he is laid in a sepulchre for 
the space of three days he shall rise from the dead” 
(2 Nephi 25:13; emphasis added). 

Samuel prophesied that three days of darkness 
would begin at the death of Jesus and continue to 
the time when he should rise again. Obviously the 
nights were also dark, but the times of importance 
are the days of darkness. The following passage 
gives the duration of darkness: 

The prophecy of Samuel the Lamanite concerning the birth and 
death of Jesus Christ provides crucial clues to the timeline of the 
three days of darkness. Samuel the Lamanite, by Jorge Cocco 
Santangelo. May not be copied. For information see  
www.jorgecocco.com.
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Behold, in that day that he shall suffer death 
the sun shall be darkened and refuse to give 
his light unto you; and also the moon and the 
stars; and there shall be no light upon the face of 
this land, even from the time that he shall suffer 
death, for the space of three days, to the time that 
he shall rise again from the dead, . . . and that 
darkness should cover the face of the whole earth 
for the space of three days. (Helaman 14:20, 27; 
emphasis added)

Long before, Zenos had foretold three days of 
darkness associated with Christ’s burial in a sepul-
chre and as a sign of his death to the inhabitants of 
the “isles of the sea” and, more especially, to “the 
house of Israel” (1 Nephi 19:10). In addition, Samuel 
prophesied of many hours of storms, earthquakes, 
and upheavals at the Savior’s death (Helaman 
14:21–23). Incidentally, these cataclysmic conditions 
have all been ascribed to explosive volcanic erup-
tions.16 In a way, the blanketing darkness had been 
foreshadowed by the three days of darkness invoked 
over Egypt by Moses (Exodus 10:21–23). That dark-
ness, so thick it could be felt, became a type of the 
vapor of darkness felt by the Nephites (3 Nephi 8:20). 

These signs of Jesus’s death, which had been 
looked for (3 Nephi 8:3), were recorded by Nephi 
the son of Nephi when the three days of darkness 
followed three hours of destruction:

And it came to pass that when the thunderings, 

and the lightnings, and the storm, and the tem-
pest, and the quakings of the earth did cease—
for behold, they did last for about the space 
of three hours; . . . and then behold, there was 
darkness upon the face of the land. . . . 

And it came to pass that it did last for the 
space of three days that there was no light seen. 
. . . 

And it came to pass that thus did the three 
days pass away. And it was in the morning, and 
the darkness dispersed from off the face of the 
land. (3 Nephi 8:19, 23; 10:9; emphasis added)

It seems likely that the ejection of volcanic ash 
abated during the night (following the third day of 
darkness), during which the Savior arose from the 
tomb, and by morning the clouds had dispersed 
from Nephi’s location. Orson Pratt concludes: “The 
darkness lasted three days, and at the expiration of 
three days and three nights of darkness it cleared 
off, and it was in the morning.”17

ChRonology in the two 
heMisPheRes

If we can match the sequence of events, which 
should be simultaneous in the two hemispheres, we 
may be able to synchronize the biblical accounts 
with the Book of Mormon account, recognizing that 
not all biblical passages are uniform.

After the people in the New World 
suffered through destruction and 
three days of darkness, the resur-
rected Jesus Christ appeared and 
ministered to them. First Contact, by 
Jorge Cocco Santangelo. May not be 
copied. For information see www.
jorgecocco.com.
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Nephi was among the multitude at the temple 
in the land Bountiful when the Savior appeared 
(3 Nephi 11:1, 8–11, 18). If we accept Bountiful as 
being in the area of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec,18 
this area lags behind Jerusalem by roughly eight 
and a half hours although the results should be 
valid throughout Mexico and Central America and 
any region north or south. For simplicity we have 
rounded this off to nine hours.

According to Samuel’s prophecy, the darkness 
was to begin when the Savior suffered death and 
end when he arose from the dead (see Helaman 
14:20). With Jesus’s death about 3 p Jerusalem 
time, the daytime darkness would have just begun 
in the New World about 6 a. If we assume 38 
to 40 hours of interment derived from a Friday 
crucifixion,19 the “mists of darkness” would have 
dispersed by 8 p (adopting 38 hours) the following 
evening. Hence, the sun would have been visible the 
third day. A Friday crucifixion therefore appears to 
yield only two days of darkness in the New World 
(see figure 1).

From Matthew 27:45, Mark 15:25, Luke 23:44, 
and John 19:14 we can infer that the crucifixion 
began sometime between the third hour (9 a) and 
the sixth hour (noon). Darkness began in Jerusalem 
at the sixth hour, approximately 3 a in the New 
World (Matthew 27:45; Mark 15:33; Luke 23:44–45), 
and ended with the Savior’s death at about the 
ninth hour, or 3 p (6 a in the New World), 
when an earthquake hit Jerusalem and the temple 
veil was rent from top to bottom (Matthew 27:51; 
Mark 15:38; Luke 23:45). The cataclysms in the New 
World likewise lasted about three hours, and then 
there was darkness (3 Nephi 8:19). Since the New 
World darkness was to begin at the death of the 
Savior (6 a in the New World), the three hours of 

darkness in Jerusalem evidently coincided with the 
three hours of violence in the Western Hemisphere.

The three days of darkness in the New World 
began at the death of Jesus and ended in the morn-
ing after the mists of darkness dispersed (3 Nephi 
10:9). Thus, the Savior would have been resurrected 
shortly before dawn in Jerusalem or at evening in 
the New World (Helaman 14:20). In early April the 
sun would have set at about 6 p with darkness fol-
lowing shortly thereafter. 

These passages lead to table 1 showing the 
sequence of events in the two hemispheres.

Table 2 details the period of time Christ was 
possibly in the tomb, allowing us to compare the 
Thursday and Friday scenarios. This table employs 
the Jewish custom in Jerusalem, with Friday begin-
ning as Thursday ends at sunset (6 p). 

From these tables we can construct figure 2, 
which presents the chronology of the crucifixion 
and resurrection. These events occurred shortly 
after the beginning of spring (vernal equinox), so 
days and nights were close to 12 hours long.

TABLE 1: Sequence of Events
1. The Savior was crucified from possibly the third 
hour to the ninth hour (9 am to 3 pm).

2. He was put in the tomb between the ninth hour 
and sunset (3 pm and 6 pm). 

3. Darkness in the New World began at the 
Savior’s death (6 am) and lasted three days.

4. The resurrection was before dawn in Jerusalem 
and in the early evening in the New World after 
three days of darkness.

figuRe 1: two Days of DaRkness

New World (Time about 9 hours behind time in Jerusalem)

Times are modern notation

M

Cataclysms Death

Crucifixion 38 Hours

3 6 NOON NOON 8PM

NIGHT NIGHT NIGHTDARKNESS DARKNESS DAYLIGHT
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ConClusion

The Bible and history alone have not been able 
to determine which day of the week the Savior was 
crucified. The more explicit statements, both pro-
phetic and historical, in the Book of Mormon shed 
additional light on this question.

The arguments against the accuracy of Mat-
thew 12:40, of course, are open to closer examina-
tion. Interpretations of the word day, how days were 
counted, and the reckoning of the Passover and 

weekly Sabbath days, as we have seen, have reason-
able alternatives. But, as shown in figure 1, a Friday 
crucifixion leads to only two days of darkness in 
the New World. However, a Thursday crucifixion 
matches the three days of darkness prophesied by 
Samuel the Lamanite, Zenos, and Nephi the son of 
Lehi and witnessed by the Nephi the son of Nephi, 
as shown in figure 2. These conclusions may not be 
readily accepted, but the alternative would seem to 
be two days of darkness in the New World rather 
than three.  !

figuRe 2: thRee Days anD thRee nights*

New World (Time about 9 hours behind time in Jerusalem)

Jerusalem

Times are modern notation

*From Matthew 12:40
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TABLE 2: Period of Time in the Tomb
Thursday Crucifixion
Perhaps 1 hour Thursday afternoon

12 hours Friday night

12 hours Friday daytime    

12 hours Saturday night

12 hours Saturday daytime

Perhaps 11 hours Sunday night

Total: About 60 hours (3 days and 3 nights)

Friday Crucifixion
Perhaps 1 hour Friday afternoon

12 hours Saturday night 

12 hours Saturday daytime

Perhaps 11 hours Sunday night 

Total: About 36 hours (2 days and 2 nights)
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dictatorships, being more 
likely to win or lose decisively 
than other regimes. A thor-
ough development of the per-
ceived relationship between 
democracy and war in Joseph 
Smith’s day would require a 
much more expansive treat-
ment than I provide. My con-
cluding discussion is intended 
only to be suggestive. See 
Alexis de Tocqueville in Har-
vey Mansield and Debra Win-
throp, trans., Democracy in 
America (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2000), espe-
cially chs. 22–26, pp. 617–35.

36. I would like to thank S. Kent 
Brown for his valuable com-
ments and three anonymous 
reviewers for their uncom-
monly thorough and insight-
ful suggestions. Errors remain 
my own.
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